/ ADDITIONS 2020

Artist home
We are thrilled to start the new year fresh and vibrant, with new colours, new prints,
new art, new shapes and some good old basic & vintage items. Welcome to our bright
fresh line of products, specially designed for you!
With this additions collection we take you on a journey, from Paris to Athens and from
the rural countryside to the vibrant city. Our collection is all about mix & match until
you find your perfect style.
We like to create a buzz in your interior, therefore we started a collaboration with four
inspirational contemporary young artists. We call it our Artist Home collection. Get bedazzled
by the work of multidisciplinary artist Benjamin Ewing on page 9 or dive into the vibrant world
of Garance Vallée. Marcello Velho creates a world of bright colours, florals and always
something unexpected on page 55. And Pauline Blanchard pulls you into her dreamlike
luminous studio on page 17.
In this issue we get festive with florals, Paris chic moments and terracotta hues on page 18.
It is hard not to slip into the perfect ambience with our floral prints and products. Très chic.
Get sassy with our stripy satin & velvet pillows on page 12. Oh how they like to philander with
their striped counterpart, our new musthave, the retro sofa in yellow/nude stripes on page 20.
Beautiful everyday pieces are the ones you want to hold, feel and use as often as possible.
We are proud to add the new gradient ceramics to our collection. Observe their organic look
and feel the grains and uneven parts. They add a unique handcrafted touch to every home.
When it comes to charming colours it really is time to shine for our 70’s ceramics on page 37.
We revamped and refreshed the collection with some vibrant bright colours and models, to
give it that seventies glow.
In the end we always look to showcase an array of styles, as long as they strike a contemporary
note and complement your home. We like to wander off to different places, other era’s. That’s
why we love the look of ancient times, where simplicity and elegance were high standards.
Our exquisite table lamp on page 27 reflects this era in all its beauty.
Be inspired by everything you see and experience.
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Enjoy our 2020 additions collection.

Floral jacquard weave cushion red/pink

Glass vase ribbed peach

TKU2087 | 40x30cm

AGL4457 |Ø 19x27cm

Retro cone floorlamp XL green/cream

Hand knotted woolen berber rug terra/orange

VOL5077 | Ø 40x140cm

TTK3042 | 180x280cm
Hand knotted woolen berber rug terra/orange
TTK3043 | 250x350cm
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Wire chair comfort kit

Wire chair comfort kit

TOT4043 | pebble

TOT4046 | sand

Wire armchair comfort kit

Wire armchair comfort kit

TOT4042 | pebble

TOT4045 | sand

Wire bar stool comfort kit

Wire bar stool comfort kit

TOT4044 | pebble

TOT4047 | sand

Art frame Benjamin Ewing
AWD8905 | 75x2,5x95cm
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Does art come from the heart? It definitely does when looking at the artwork of
Portland based artist Benjamin Ewing (1993). Spanning the fields of print, design,
fine art and photography, Ewing’s work feels like a never ending story. This young
multidisciplinary artist aims to put his emotions directly on paper, which results in
fluid lines, always with a focal point to get lost in.

BENJAMIN
EWING
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‘IT IS DESIGNED TO BE AN OBJECT OF MEDITATION,
A FOCAL POINT FOR REFLECTION’ - BENJAMIN EWING
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Satin/velvet cushion orange/blue

Glass vase with 2 ears

TKU2092 | 50x35cm

AGL4459 | Ø 16x29,5cm

Mirror block table purple M

Art painting colourful strokes

MTA2844 | 40x40x37,5cm

AWD8903 | 60x80x3cm

Ceramic bubble tea mug M grey

Ceramic bubble tea mug L mint green

ACE6908 | 12x10x10cm

ACE6907 | 12,5x10x12,3cm

Mirror block table pink L

Ceramic bubble tea pot sand

MTA2843 |60x60x32cm

ACE6909 | 19,5x13x13cm
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Art frame Pauline Blanchard
AWD8908 | 36,5x2,5x46cm
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Experiencing the artwork of illustrator Pauline Blanchard (1991), is like stepping into a
dreamlike world. In this world Blanchard shifts between painting and photography. As an
illustrator she likes to paint big characters with little heads, as she did for HKliving. Born in
Paris, she now works from her little luminous studio in the north east of France.

PAULINE
BLANCHARD
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Pendant rope lamp black stroke

Ceramic flower vase ochre

VOL5074 | Ø 70x15cm

ACE6919 | Ø 8x18cm

Art frame Marcello Velho

Floral jacquard weave cushion burgundy/yellow

AWD8907 | 39x2,5x53cm

TKU2088 | 40x30cm

Printed floral cushion coloured

Hexagonal lampshade orange jute M

TKU2094 | 50x50cm

VLK2021 | 27x27x31,5cm

Retro sofa 4-seats striped yellow/nude
MZM4901
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Product length/depth:		

245cm

Product width:		

83cm

Product height:		

95cm

Seat height:		

46cm

3-seats

MZM4902

2-seats

MZM4903

hocker

MZM4904

Satin/velvet cushion pink/purple

Hand knotted woolen berber rug terra/orange

TKU2090 | 50x35cm

TTK3043 | 250x350cm
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Gradient ceramics
Earthy colours in organic shapes, we like it when things do create a vibe.
With their speckled surface, curvy shapes and roughed look, the gradient
ceramics reflect that sight. It’s almost like we dug ‘m up ourselves and gave
each piece a clean and distressed polish. This newest addition to our family
of ceramics is available in dinner- and side plate sizes and possesses the
perfect mix & match value.
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Gradient ceramics:

Gradient ceramics:

Gradient ceramics:

Gradient ceramics:

Side plate green

Dinner plate green

Side plate peach

Dinner plate peach

ACE6898 | Ø 22,5x1,5cm

ACE6894 | Ø 29x1,7cm

ACE6900 | Ø 22,5x1,5cm

ACE6896 | Ø 29x1,7cm

Gradient ceramics:

Gradient ceramics:

Gradient ceramics:

Gradient ceramics:

Side plate taupe

Dinner plate taupe

Side plate yellow

Dinner plate yellow

ACE6899 | Ø 22,5x1,5cm

ACE6895 | Ø 29x1,7cm

ACE6901| Ø 22,5x1,5cm

ACE6897 | Ø 29x1,7cm
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Chulucanas object: circle on base

Orange circle art frame

AOA9999 | 16x8,5x23,5cm

AWD8904 |60x60x12cm

(1)

(1) Art painting organic brush | AWD8902 | 60x80x3cm

Art frame Garance Vallee

Glass bum vase

AWD8906 | 49x2,5x69cm

AGL4458 | 20x20x23cm

Acrylic cupola table lamp white

Retro lounge fauteuil boucle cream

VOL5072 | Ø 56x61,3cm

MZM4898 | 82x84x76cm
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HKliving Suites
Special collection
‘When an interior brand and a beach hotel put their heads together!’
In an ultimate summer dream we created something special: a beach
inspired collection, made for lazy days in the sun and endless summer nights.
The HKliving Suites Special Collection is the result of a wonderful collaboration
between two Dutch brands: HKliving and Strandhotel Zoomers, a brand new
beach hotel on the North Sea coast. Inspired by the surroundings of the hotel:
the colours of the sand, the endless sunsets and the rhythm of the sea, we
created this ultimate summer feel collection.
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We designed these items to complement the beach lovers, the sun seekers
and the nature lovers, to crave an ultimate beach feel at home. What better
way to crank up your beach day snoozing on a comfy but stylish beach
blanket? Or sipping away at sunset by holding a perfectly shaped sunset
mug in your hands? When it is time to go home, you create the same magical
mood indoors, by switching on these shell shaped wall lamps. The muted
colours of these beauties add to the serenity of the scene.
Strandhotel Zoomers, located in Castricum at Sea, is completely furnished
with products from our latest collection. That is how you kick back and relax
in style, in the HKliving Suites of Strandhotel Zoomers, at Castricum at Sea!
Let’s make it a beautiful summer, with the HKliving Suites Special collection.
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HKliving Suites Special:

HKliving Suites Special:

70’s ceramic mugs horizon set of 2

Beach blanket

ACE6893 |Ø 7,5x8cm

TTS1028 |200x200cm

HKliving Suites Special:

HKliving Suites Special:

Ceramic flower vase ribbed coral

Beach bag

ACE6892 |Ø 11x25cm

SER0028 |60x20x38cm

HKliving Suites Special:

HKliving Suites Special:

Ceramic shell wall lamp yellow

Ceramic shell wall lamp terra

VOL5070 |19x8,5x20,5cm

VOL5071 |19x8,5x20,5cm
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Green marble arch

Velvet venus statue

AOA9997 | 19x4x10cm

AOA9996 | 13x13,5x46cm

Satin/velvet cushion brown/taupe

Twister fauteuil green

TKU2091 | 50x35cm

MZM4899 | 76x76x86cm| seat height 43cm
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70’s ceramics
Whether you are a first time lover of our 70’s ceramics, or a long term collector;
there is always room for more, and that’s why we created more! Our new additions
consist of 4 mugs in fresh funky bright finishes alongside a new set of four tall,
slim models; our latte mugs!
What makes a good coffee? Our sassy new coffee pot and filter will do a great job.
Switch up your style with these new fresh and funky models!
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70’s
ceramics

70’s
ceramics

70’s ceramics:
Latte mugs set of 4
ACE6911 | Ø 7,5x13cm
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70’s ceramics:

70’s ceramics:

Mug saturn

Mug venus

ACE6903 | Ø 7,5x8cm

ACE6904 | Ø 7,5x8cm

70’s ceramics:

70’s ceramics:

70’s ceramics:

70’s ceramics:

Coffee filter

Coffee pot

Mug mars

Mug jupiter

ACE6913 |12x10x9cm

ACE6912 | 10x10x23cm

ACE6905 | Ø 7,5x8cm

ACE6906 | Ø 7,5x8cm
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Wicker hanging lamp oval natural

Glass cylinder vase orange/yellow

VOL5075 | Ø 80x30,5cm

AGL4456 | Ø 10x23cm

Retro webbing cabinet orange with shelves

Pillar dining table round teak

MKA1940 | 125x40x200cm

MTA2845 | Ø 140x75cm
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Art frame Garance Vallée
AWD8906 | 49x2,5x69cm
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With her parents as her first source of inspiration, architect and illustrator Garance
Vallée (1993) knew from a young age that art & architecture would be her calling.
Daily inspired by the world around her, Vallee -now based in Paris- created this
colourful and well balanced wallpainting. As she describes it: “The relation between
bright colours and waving lines makes the composition vibrate.”

GARANCE
VALLEE
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‘THE RELATION BETWEEN BRIGHT COLOURS AND
WAVING LINES MAKE THE COMPOSITION VIBRATE’
- GARANCE VALLÉE

Satin/velvet cushion orange/pink

Ceramic jug green/blue

TKU2089 | 50x35cm

ACE6910 | 17x12x19,6cm

Art frame Pauline Blanchard

Twister fauteuil cream

AWD8908 | 36,5x2,5x46cm

MZM4900 | 76x76x86cm | seat height 43cm
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Pendant rope lamp terra shades

Glass object clear

VOL5073 | Ø 70x15cm

AOA9994 | 24x5x11cm

Funky orange glassware set

Outdoor tub chair black

AGL4460 | glass Ø 8x10cm | carafe 8x9x24cm

MZM4897 | 67x56x83cm

Outdoor egg chair black

Printed floral cushion coral/black

MZM4896 | 74x81x110cm

TKU2093 | 50x50cm
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Art frame Marcello Velho
AWD8907 | 39x2,5x53cm
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Abstract portraits and shapes, bright colours and moody florals. It’s the work of UK-based
illustrator Marcello Velho (1987). Velho likes to work with simple colours, to create a clean
almost ‘folk like’ piece of art. His work has been seen throughout different publications
and he has designed products for various brands all around the world.

MARCELLO
VELHO
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Chulucanas object: stacked

Glass object mustard

AOA9998 | 20,5x5,5x32cm

AOA9992 | 14x3x15cm
Glass object terra
AOA9993 | 12x13x12cm

Glass object peach

Art frame Benjamin Ewing

AOA9995 | Ø 40x3cm

AWD8905 | 75x2,5x95cm
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SUITES SPECIAL

TKU2087

TTS1028

TTK3043

MZM4896

AWD8906

AOA9997

AGL4457

ACE6900

ACE6904

VLK2021

TKU2088

TOT4042

MZM4901

MZM4897

AWD8905

AOA9999

ACE6919

ACE6899

ACE6905

TKU2089

TOT4043

MZM4902

MTA2844

AWD8902

AOA9998

ACE6892

ACE6898

ACE6906

VOL5071

TKU2090

TOT4044

MZM4903

MTA2843

AWD8903

AOA9996

ACE6910

ACE6897

ACE6911

VOL5072

TKU2091

TOT4045

MZM4904

MTA2845

AOA9992

AWD8904

ACE6907

ACE6896

ACE6913

VOL5077

TKU2092

TOT4046

MZM4899

MKA1940

AOA9993

AGL4456

ACE6908

ACE6895

ACE6912

VOL5075

TKU2093

TOT4047

MZM4900

AWD8908

AOA9994

AGL4458

ACE6909

ACE6894

ACE6893

VOL5073

TKU2094

TTK3042

MZM4898

AWD8907

AOA9995

AGL4459

ACE6901

ACE6903

AGL4460

VOL5074

SUITES SPECIAL

VOL5070

SUITES SPECIAL

SUITES SPECIAL

SUITES SPECIAL
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Agents & distributors
AGENT NORWAY

AGENT SWEDEN

AGENT FINLAND

AGENT DENMARK

BESS AGENTUR

CUSTOMADE

FINEMANG

STRAND COPENHAGEN

ELISABETH THORSVIK

JOHANNA AND JOANN FREIMAN

CARINA FORSELL

ELIN SAEVES

WWW.BESSAGENTUR.NO

WWW.CUSTOMADE.SE

ELISABETH@BESSAGENTUR.NO

HELLO@CUSTOMADE.SE

INFO@FINEMANG.FI

ELINCECI@GMAIL.COM

AGENT UK & IRELAND

AGENT SWITZERLAND

AGENT GERMANY

AGENT SPAIN

NORDIC ROSE

IDS LIVING

DUTCH DEUTSCH HANDELSAGENTUR

SAROMU

TRINSKE DRISCOLL-ANTONIDES

CHARLOTTE BOLLAG

WWW.NORDICROSE.CO.UK

WWW.IDS-LIVING.CH

WWW.DUTCHDEUTSCH.DE

WWW.SAROMU.COM

INFO@NORDICROSE.CO.UK

CONTACT@IDS-LIVING.CH

INFO@DUTCHDEUTSCH.DE

INFO@SAROMU.COM

AGENT PORTUGAL

AGENT ITALY

AGENT BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG

MORNING PATTERNS

DESIGN & LIFESTYLE ITALIA

B(I)E INTERIOR & LIFESTYLE

MARIA PARENTE

PIER LUIGI PIRAZZI

DEBBY LAUWERS

WWW.DESIGNLIFESTYLEITALIA.COM

WWW.BIEINTERIORANDLIFESTYLE.COM

INFO@DESIGNLIFESTYLEITALIA.COM

HKLIVING@BIEINTERIORANDLIFESTYLE.COM

DISTRIBUTOR USA & CANADA

DISTRIBUTOR GREECE

DISTRIBUTOR POLAND

AMSTEL AGENCY

SET SA

BM-HOUSING

PETRA LEENE

ELENI KORBAKI

ASIA MARKUS-BUDNIK

WWW.HKLIVINGUSA.COM

WWW.SET.GR

WWW.BM-HOUSING.COM

INFO@HKLIVINGUSA.COM

SET@SET.GR

INFO@BM-HOUSING.COM

SALES@TRENDYPILLOWS.COM

GLORIA FUERTES

AGENT FRANCE
BEAU AGENCY
EDITH MOOIJ
WWW.BEAUAGENCY.COM
HKLIVING@BEAUAGENCY.COM

HEADQUARTERS
DE DIEZE 2
8253 PS DRONTEN
THE NETHERLANDS
+31 (0) 321 382 631
INFO@HKLIVING.NL
WWW.HKLIVING.NL

DISTRIBUTOR

DISTRIBUTOR

AUSTRALIA

MIDDLE EAST

HOUSE OF ORANGE

URBAN NEST LLC

HANS & URSULA VAN SCHOONHOVEN

JANAIKA ELDERS

WWW.HKLIVING.COM.AU

WWW.URBANNEST.AE

INFO@HKLIVING.COM.AU

CONTACT@URBANNEST.AE

klimaatneutraal gedrukt | DE-842-281095 | www.natureOffice.com

WWW.HKLIVING.NL

